Solo Traveler

After discussing the advantages and
disadvantages of traveling alone, the author
describes her experiences as a solo traveler.
Whether for traveling within the United
States or taking an extended trip abroad,
the planning required is discussed in detail.
Helpful suggestions make the reader a
wiser traveler and raises his level of
sophistication
above
that
of
the
conventional tourist. The authors goal is to
help the reader to see the difference
between a sightseer who waits to have
things happen to him and the traveler who
seeks adventure. From her first venture, a
summer in Europe with the American
Youth Hostels, to cruising in style on the
Queen Elizabeth 2, the author presents a
variety of educational, exciting, and
memorable experiences. She has traveled
all of the United States, much of Mexico
and Central America, a significant portion
of Canada, around the world, over the Pole,
and down under to Australia. She feels that
her willingness to travel solo has been an
important factor in accomplishing these
goals.

The latest Tweets from Janice & Tracey (@solotraveler). Janice: author, blogger, speaker & traveler. Tracey: writer,
editor, food & wine fanatic & traveler. Solo This year, were expanding the number of categories and adding the World
Nomads Solo Travelers Choice Award. The latter award will beOne of the reasons that we are so diligent about
gathering data on the solo travel market is that we work with clients who are eager to serve solo travelers well. Janice
Waugh aka Solotraveler. Hi there,. We love to receive feedback. If youd like to get in touch us with comments or ideas,
please do so. Upon arriving at Los Angeles International Airport for my flight to Peru, I felt a few extra butterflies
floating around in my stomach. Im not your Perhaps the foremost concern of the solo or single traveler is safety.
Without a companion to watch your back, you are more vulnerable to Two solo travelers I met at breakfast at St.
Christophers Canal hostel in Ah, but when you travel solo, the ability to talk to strangers safely is aapp solo travel
traveler traveller traveling travelling backpacking backpacker single. SoloTraveller is a social network for solo travellers
and backpackers. Solo Traveler is more than just a site its a community where people who share a You can join this
vibrant community of travelers by leavingA solo female travel guide designed specifically for and by women who travel
alone. Quotes by female solo travelers - newbies and seasoned solo travelersA Solo Traveler is who travels on his/her
own. Explora has special promotions. If you likes to be a Solo Traveler, explora is waiting for you.
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